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Creating our digital future together.

SRC IS AN IT COMPANY
THAT PROVIDES DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION
SOLUTIONS TO CORPORATIONS, FINANCIAL
INSTITUTIONS AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION.

We leverage the knowledge and experience
of our expert team and stay in touch with state of the
art solutions and modern information
technology across platforms.

Our mission is to focus our determination, IT
and business knowledge on helping our clients
create successful futures.

Our core values are deeply rooted in
our unique corporate culture.
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Reliable information infrastructure is one of the
most important elements that build and support
successful company operations. And the challenges companies are facing are becoming greater
than ever. Today the idea of companies focusing on
their primary mission while letting experts make
sure their infrastructure runs smoothly is more
relevant than ever. Managing private cloud
infrastructure, ordering services from a public cloud
service or even hybridization of both requires detailed knowledge and an extensive range of technologies. In many cases the required know-how is
simply too broad for companies to keep relying on
their in house IT assets. The necessary investments
are beyond sensible and economically justifiable.

SRC has the necessary
skills and knowledge
to help companies
face that challenge.
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Through our extensive experience we have developed a range of services
that help clients plan, build and manage their information infrastructure.
Each service is tailored exactly to the unique needs of our clients. The
necessary range of services depends on the client’s decision on how they
wish to organize their infrastructure assets: using their own infrastructure,
public cloud services or a combination of both (hybrid). The SRC Smart
range of services has solutions for any model.
Most client requests and requirements can be fulfilled using SRC Smart
services described below. The basic range of services is fully adaptable and
scalable and can be tailored to fit the exact requests and needs of our
clients.
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SRC BUILD
Modern information solutions
are becoming more and more
complex.

In recent years the traditional
client requirements of reliability,
cost efficiency and high security
no longer suffice. Expectations of
scalability and simple deployment
increasingly determine the nature
of applied solutions.

Technologies are available, but choosing the right
ones and integrating them into a cohesive environment requires knowledge and infrastructure. That is
what SRC Build is about! We combine our in-house
knowledge and experience with technology provided by the world’s best vendors. The service includes a
full range of building blocks for successful project
planning and execution.
Consulting,
solution development and
implementation.
We plan solutions in accordance with the expectations of our clients that are firmly rooted in their
business requirements and we keep new technologies on the back burner until we are sure they bring
actual benefits.

The solutions we develop and implement under the SRC Build
service also provide our clients with the ability to select additional
options from the SRC Smart range of solution management tools:
SRC Manage, SRC Operate, SRC Repair, SRC Orchestrate.

We trust the power of our solutions
and stand by our clients throughout
the entire time in service.

SRC MANAGE
The SRC Manage solution takes over
the burden of managing information
infrastructure in its entirety.

Our clients can focus fully on
their primary mission while we
make sure their information
infrastructure operates
without a hitch.

With the option of us taking ownership of the
equipment any worries related to investments in
infrastructure can become a thing of the past.
The client can simplify operations and purchase
services at predetermined prices on a monthly
subscription basis. Any risks arising from potential
equipment malfunctions are taken on by SRC.

Uninterrupted operation of the SRC Manage
solution is assured through the following activities:
assurance of service availability, required
responsiveness and error resolution within
the selected operating regime,
system software upgrades,
installation of necessary software patches,
operation monitoring and diagnostics
(SRC Vizor),
proactive and preventive management,
regular communication with the client
and reporting on service availability.

SRC OPERATE
The SRC Operate service is aimed at clients who wish to fully or partially
develop and manage their infrastructure through their own IT departments.

SRC acts as a partner who steps in when major problems occur to assure
an immediate response, provide replacement parts, resolve issues in full
or just provide advice and assistance to the client in order to reestablish
information infrastructure operation in the required time. SRC also
assumes the task of bringing in support from the equipment
manufacturer when necessary.

The SRC Operate solution provides for several maintenance
regimes to fully support the needs and requirements of the
client. Selection of the appropriate regime is based on the
dependence of vital business processes on the operation of
information infrastructure and abilities of the client’s ICT
department.
SRC Operate provides the client with the
following assistance:

error resolution within the selected
regime (4 hours, 8 hours, 48 hours),
repairs and replacement of hardware
components,
error diagnostics,
installation of software patches and
updated versions,
preventive reviews and remote
supervision (SRC Vizor),
technical assistance: help, answers to
questions and client counseling,
notification of technological developments.

SRC ORCHESTRATE
Today effective management of own information
infrastructure is no longer possible without at
least a certain degree of automation.

Software and solutions provided by equipment
manufacturers address the issue of automation
only to a certain degree as they are usually limited
to a predetermined range of hardware and cannot
adapt to actual client needs. The SRC Orchestrate
solution integrates partial solutions provided by
manufacturers as building blocks and connects
them into an operative whole.

This enables automation of entire processes instead of separate
parts of information infrastructure. An integrated automation
platform enables the resolution of actual business challenges
clients faced when increasing efficiency and transcends
simplistic technological solutions that often serve no particular
purpose and bring questionable business effects that are
difficult to measure.

SRC REPAIR
SRC Repair represents the fundamental
level of support services.

Providing clients with delivery and
installation of replacement parts and
equipment in the necessary time.
Error diagnostics remains in the
domain of the client.
The SRC Repair solution is the right choice for maintaining
non-critical equipment that does not support essential
business processes.

SRC SOC
SRC Security Operations Center
(SOC) is a tool for monitoring and
analyzing hardware and software
related security incidents.

It is aimed at clients who do not
have the skills and equipment to
enable security focused monitoring
of network events in real time.
Detection of incidents and other unusual
events in the network includes event
response and creation of reports to guide
the enforcement of security policies.

The SRC SOC service consists of the following
primary activities:
distributed event collection,
monitoring of system operation and
content health,
detailed event analysis, content
updating and settings,
updating of implemented packages,
adding resources and preparation of
reports to guide the enforcement
of security policies.

SRC Manage
Assuring infrastructure
availability
Automated infrastructure
management in part or in full
Ownership of software and
hardware
Error resolution within the
selected operating regime
System software
upgrades
Proactive and preventive
management
Operation monitoring and
diagnostics (SRC Vizor)
Regular communication with the
client and reporting, preparation
of reports
Installation of necessary software
patches
Assurance of replacement parts
and repairs of hardware defects

SRC Operate

SRC Repair

SRC Orchestrate

AREAS OF TECHNOLOGY
The business area of infrastructure solutions
pursues its mission in the form of consulting
and integration of IT infrastructure
engineering (SRC Build). This encompasses
the development of business focused
infrastructure solutions, system software,
data center and application platform
engineering and information security.

SRC focuses its technology portfolio primarily
on IT services that securely incorporate
infrastructure and data systems with elements
of software controlled management
(automation/orchestration).
We understand trends as the answer to the
question of how companies can use
technology to achieve their business
objectives in their ecosystem of partners,
clients, devices and employees.

CONNECTIVITY

DATA CENTERS

•

Orchestration and management
of connectivity infrastructure

•

Private data centers and hosting
services

•

Software defined environments
(SD-WAN, SD-Access, SD-Core)

•

Private, public and hybrid cloud services

•

Virtualization of server, storage
and network capabilities

•

Hyperconvergence systems

•

Software defined data
centers (SD-DC)

•

Software control of digital network
architectures

•

Convergence networks (sound,
image, data)

•

Wireless technologies and
mobility

INFORMATION SECURITY

APPLICATION ENVIRONMENTS

PRODUCTIVITY

•

Solutions for secure access to
own information resources

•

Assurance of uninterrupted
application operation

•

Solutions for increasing
productivity

•

Secure cloud operations

•

•

Messaging systems

•

Secure mobile commerce

Management of open code
and licensed application platforms

•

Collaboration solutions

•

Protection against malicious
attacks

•

Virtualization using containers

•

Analytics

•

Application microservices

•

Multilevel security and integrated
solutions

•

SOC - information security
centers

SRC SMART™
SRC BUILD

SRC MANAGE

SRC OPERATE

SRC REPAIR

Solution development
and implementation

Full takeover of
infrastructure
management
(hosting...)

Support/maintenance, error resolution in agreed time

Assurance and
ICT management
installation of
automation
replacement parts
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SRC ORCHESTRATE

SRC SOC
Monitoring and
analysis of
security incidents

